What is ADService?
ADService is an on-demand document
accessibility remediation service that
provides a $10 million accessibility
compliance guarantee.

How does ADService help companies ensure accessible compliance?
ADService has the fastest return schedule in the industry. Documents less than 25 pages can be ready in
one business day, with additional rush services available for urgent deadlines.

How does ADService work?
ADService combines unmatched expertise, best-in-class technology, and industry-leading scalability. Only
ADService can ensure your documents are quickly and efficiently made accessible and fully compliant
with all international standards and laws.

What makes ADService unique?
The Largest Team in the World
AbleDocs has the largest PDF accessibility service team in the world that serves you. We guarantee the
available coverage for all your document needs and deadlines.

We Are Here When You Need us
Enjoy the fastest return schedule in the industry. Documents 25 pages or less in length can be ready in one
business day, and additional rush services are available for urgent deadlines.

$10,000,000 Liability Guarantee
Enjoy complete peace of mind with the only PDF remediation service that guarantees the compliance of every
produced file, backed by a $10,000,000 liability guarantee.

Multilingual Support
Benefit from accessibility services in 48 languages, including ALT-Text writing, as AbleDocs has local firstlanguage staff across North America and Europe.

Accessibility Made Easy
By combining unmatched expertise, best-in-class technology, and industry-leading scalability, only AbleDocs
can ensure your organization’s documents are made accessible quickly, efficiently and fully compliant with all
international standards and laws.

Unparalleled Quality
With more industry experts than any other company, ADService relies on their expertise to ensure all
documents are made accessible, globally compliant and most importantly more usable to the end reader than
any other provider.
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What kind of security and privacy
protocols do ADService adhere to?
ADService adheres to leading security and privacy
protocols globally like:

HIPAA

GDPR

PIPEDA

What legislation and standards does ADService help businesses meet?
With numerous accessibility legislation and standards around the world, ADService can help your With
numerous accessibility legislation and standards around the world, ADService can help your organization
achieve the following accessibility compliance requirements:

PDF/UA

AODA

HHS

WCAG 2.1 AA

EN 301 549

California Code

ACA

EN 2016/2102

Section 508

ADA

BITV

Why should businesses care about creating accessible documents?
With over 10% of the world’s population identifying as having a print disability, businesses must ensure
that potential clients can access and use the documents provided to them. Businesses can protect
themselves from potentially costly litigation and ensure they meet applicable regional accessibility
legislation.

How can a company get started with ADService?
Let our ADService advisors guide you to compliance. Contact us and a member of our team will be in
touch with you shortly. It’s time to make your documents accessible for everyone.
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